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1 Summary
The purpose of this paper is to use the implied likelihood introduced by
Efron (1993) for making Bayesian inference about the traffic intensity p in a
M/M/l queue, without worrying about nuisance parameters. A comparison
with the posterior distribution of p obtained by Armero and Bayarri (199213)
is considered.

Key words: M/M/l queue; Traffic intensity; Implied likelihood; Bayesian
Inference.

2 Introduction
The M /M / l queue can be described as follows: customers arrive to the sis-
tem where the interarrival times follow an exponential distribution with the
arrival rate A; they may have to wait in line if the single server is busy;
service times follow an exponential distribution with the service rate p; the
service times are assumed to be independent of the arrivals. For an M/M/l
queue to be in equilibrium, the parameter p = A/y (the intensity traflic) has
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to be strictly less the one. A good book on the subject is Gross and Harris
(1985). Our interest in this paper is the Bayesian analysis of the M/M/l
queue and references for this subject are Armero and Bayarri (1992a,b). In
those papers the conjugate Bayesian analysis for (Am), p and the prediction
of various measures of performance of the queue in equilibrium are treated
in depth. ln this paper, we consider a different approach to make Bayesian
inference for the M/M/l model. Since, the parameter p is of special relevance
when predicting in a M/M/l queue in iquilibrium, we try to make Bayesian
inference about p without worrying about the parameters A and p. To make
this kind of Bayesian inference we try to use the implied likelihood Lf(p)
obtained from an exact confidence interval for p ( see Efron, (1993) for more
details). The implied likelihood L:(p) is an approximate likelihood function
for p, based on an exact interval for p, with all nuisance parameters elimi-
nated. The expert need only to provide a prior distribution for the parameter
of interest p , rather than for the entire parameter vector (p, y). The plan of
the paper is as follows. The implied likelihood and the adjusted likelihood
for p appear in section 2. Section 3 we derive the posterior distribution for
the parameter of interest p based on the implied likelihhod and the adjusted
likelihood functions. A comparison between these posterior distributions and
the posterior distribution given by Armero and Bayarri (1992), which is based
on conjugate prior for (p41), is also considered in section 4.

3 The Implied Likelihood Lj(p) (Efren, 1993)
The idea of obtaining Bayesian results from confidence intervals goes back
at least to Fisher’s work and recently modified by Efron (1993), where he in-
troduced a simple formula that produces an approximate likelihood function
Lj(p) of p. The implied likelihood function is obtained from a modification of
the confidence distribution for p which enjoys better Bayesian properties and
involves a double-data set similar to that used in bias-reduction techniques
such that the jackknife (Efron, 1993).

Suppose that the complete information about the M /M / l queue consists
in observing n‘I interarrival times and 11, service times for fixed flu and n,.
Let X,- denote the service time of the i-th customer, i = 1,2, . ..,n, and if,-

denote the time elapsed between the arrivals of customers j — l and j, j =
l, 2, . . . ,n,., where Y; denotes the arrival time of the first customer. Following



the assumptions of an M/M/l model, Yb. . . ,)’,,. is a random sample from
an exponential distribution with pameter A and X,,.\',, . . . ,)’m is a random
sample from an exponential distribution with parameter p, independent of
the Y’s. We represent the observed data by z = (y,,,,,,yn“,g,,,__,1m) and
the joint density is given by:

go(2) = A"°c'“°u"'f’“"i (1)

where 0 = (Ly), tII = 231, and t, = Zn. The quantities in and t, are the
total observed arrival time and the total observed service time, respectively.
Our goal is to get information about the traffic intensity p = A/p without
worrying about 0. To get this we now follows the Efron’s procedure to
derive an approximate likelihood function for p. Section 4 we suggest a prior
distribution for p, when the system is in equilibrium, to obtain the posterior
distribution for p. it follows from (1) that

11,7",

naT,’ (2)

where To = Zl'j and T, = XX“ is pivotal and is distributed as F(2na,2n,)
for p > 0. Let p,(o) be the upper endpoint of an exact one- sided level- a
confidence interval for p. From (2), we have that

F=p
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Mo) = ”in, (3)

where F0 is the o-quantile of a F-distribution with 2m, and 211, degrees of
freedom. Following Efron’s notation, we write the inverse function of p,(a)
as o-(p), meaning the value of a corresponding to the upper endpoint p for
the confidence interval, that is, we take p = p,(o). To obtain the fiducial
distribution of p, we assume that F is still distributed as F(2na,2n,) when
the variate §f is replaced by its observed value. Then we have

nut,
p= F- (4)

min
After obsern'ng 2, we have from (4) that

nltfl
not.”

jfifitp I“(filtflolml'W u"°“
0 Twelfth.) '(1+(na/fl.lv

aztp) = PH“ 5

)ndu, (5)
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where n = n, + n,. The Fisher's fiducial distribution for p based on to and
t, is given by

do,(n)_r? (n) =
dp

(6)

After some trivial calculations,

F(n)(ta/f.)"° p"°"
(7)r(n,,)r(n,) '(1 + (ta/t.)p)"'

For a good review of the Fisher’s fiducial argument and Bayes’theorem. we
suggest Seidenleld (1992) and Kalbfleisch (1985, Chapter 16). Efron (1993)
suggested a modification of the confidence density wj(p) that enjoys better
Bayesian properties. This modification involves a double data-set as follows:
we imagine having observed two independent data-sets from gg(.), both of
which happen to equal the actual data set 2. Biron denoted this data-set by
(z, z) and the corresponding upper endpoint of confidence interval by p,,(o)
and confidence density

mp) =

trio) = “3”. (a)

The double data-set consists of 217° arrivals with 21“ being the total interar-
rival time and Zn, services with 21, being the total service time, from which
w:,(p) is computed according (7). The implied likelihood for p is defined by
Biron (1993) as

' Lrtp) =
'

(9)

which after some trivial calculations is given by

+ _ P
L: (p) ” CU + (ta/mp)“

O <p<1,
(10)

where c is a constant. not depending on p. Let L’z’(p) indicate the profile
likelihood function

L500) = sumozx/u=p}{99(2)l, 9 = (M!)- (11)
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It is not difficult to show that the implied likelihood (10) is proportional to
the profile likelihood function. As discussed by Eiron (1993), this agreement
between Lflp) and Lf(p) suggests good likelihood properties for Lf(p). Cox
and Reid (1987) suggested an adjustment to the profile via the orthogonal
parameters in order to improve it. ( the parameters are orthogonal in the
sense of Cox and Reid it the Fisher information matrix is diagonal). We
denote this adjusted likelihood function by L§(p) which is defined (Cox and
Reid, 1987. eqn (10)) as:

Lfitl’l = Lftfl) l ski/Li's) 11/2, (1?)
where it, is the restricted maximun likelihood estimate of the orthogonal
parameter u given p, and Jy(p, 17,,) is the Fisher observed information for V

evaluated at the point. (p, 139), p considered known. In according to Etron’s
paper we can define the adjusted implied likelihood function as

LIW) = L?(p) l Up. is) I”? (13)
For our M/M/l model (I) gives, after some calculations, that

pT‘a'i’no/“a
————————. 14
(1 + (ta/mph“

‘ )

We suggest the reader to see Efron’s paper (1993) for more details about
the justification for the implied likelihood in terms of high-order adjusted
likelihoods.

Lf*(fl)=c

4 A Bayesian Analysis based on Lj(p)
Since in a steady~state M/M/l queue we have 0 < p < 1, it seems natural
that the prior opinions about p be formulated in terms of a beta distributions,
that is,

p(p)=cp°°"(l —p)*”, 0<p<1- (15)
Then Bayes’ theorem gives a posterior density proportional to the product
of the prior and implied likelihood or the adjusted implied likelihood

p"°*°°“(l - n)“p+(p|z) = Cw, 0<p<l, (16)

pna+(n./n)+o°—1(1 _ p)k—l

(1 + (in/t.)p)““ ’
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respectively. Arnicro and Bayarri (1992b) devoted a special care to the selec-
tion of an appropriate family of priors distributions for p and introduced the
Gauss-hypergeometric family which generalizes the beta distribution and is
given by

p°”(1—p)"”
(1+ Bp)" ’

Notice that the posterior distributions (16) and (17) are

GH(p|o,fl,~;,B)-:c for 0<p<1. (18)

n*(n|:) = GHtplo.+n..k.n.Bl. (19)
PM = GH(flloa+na+na/n.k.n+1.8). (20)

respectively, where B = 10/1, The expert need only to provide a distribu-
tion for the parameter of interest p, rather than for p given p. Using Efron’s
formula (1.4), we do not need to worry about the nuisance parameter p when
L(p,p) is the likelihood function. Armero and Bayarri (1992b) motivated
by their likelihood function, suggested the conditional prior distribution of y
given p as Ga(;1 I so, be + pflo). It is interesting to observe that our posteriors
(19) and (20) are equal to their posteriors when so. = be = 190 = 0 or so = 1

and be = 60 = 0, respectively. in conclusion, when taking the beta prior
B(oo, k) for p and the noninl'ormative priors p(p I p) or i or p01 l p) or const,
our posterior distributions are equal to Armero and Bayarri’s posteriors. In
this particular situation, the prediction of customers in the queue or time a
customer spends in the sistem can be obtained from Armero and Bayarri’s
results (1992) where the interested reader can find them in details.
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